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1 7010526 MARYFIELD
CRESCENT (NC)

Dublin 5Double Yellow
Lines (Extend)

Extend DYLs at this location. 1CouncillorRecommended In order to ensure the smooth flow of traffic, to prevent hazards
and congestion. DYL are recommended at Maryfield Crescent
(Polo Store Artane).

Stat: On Maryfield Crescent (Polo Store Artane), from lamp
standard 2 on the North West side of the carriageway, install
approx. 31 meters of Double Yellow Line in a North East direction.

26/07/2019

2 7010602 SWAN'S NEST ROAD
(NC)

Dublin 5Double Yellow
Lines

At the entrance to St Benidict's
Centre so vehicles exiting can
see approaching traffic

0TDNot
Recommended

Double yellow lines are provided to ensure the smooth flow of
traffic and prevent congestion where parking causes congestion
which would interfere with traffic flows on a daily basis. Following
recent site visits at Swan's Nest Road (St Benidict's Centre), no
adverse problems regarding parking were observed.
It is not recommended to install DYL’s at the entrance to St
Benidict's Centre considering that this point is set by the premise
only for access the centre and the exit onto Swan's Nest Road is
banned at this moment (see details attached).
As the warrant has not been met parking restrictions are not
recommended.

31/07/2019

3 7011834 THORNDALE DRIVE
(NC)

Dublin 5Double Yellow
Lines (Extend)

Additional DYLs to prevent
indiscriminate parking along
these road.

0TDNot
Recommended

Thorndale Drive and Thorndale Grove have on street parking
which is effectively acting as traffic calming by physically
narrowing the carriageway and reducing drivers forward visibility.
Single yellow or double yellow lines are provided to ensure the
smooth flow of traffic and prevent congestion where parking
causes congestion which would interfere with traffic flows on a
daily basis. No adverse problems with congestion or traffic flow
were observed during a site visit. It is not recommended to install
single or double yellow on the Thorndale Drive and Thorndale
Grove.

15/10/2019

4 7013257 ALFIE BYRNE ROAD
(NC)

Dublin 3Cycle Track
Shared

Install signage and markings to
indicate to pedestrians and
cyclists that this is a shared
cycle-pedestrian area.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended The Clontarf to City Centre Cycle Scheme will involve the
construction of segregated cycle tracks on both sides of the road,
from the Amiens Street/Talbot Street junction to the Clontarf
Road/Alfie Byrne Road junction via North Strand and Fairview.
The cycle tracks will tie into the existing cycling facilities on the
promenade to the east of Alfie Byrne Road.

As part of the scheme, it is proposed to reconfigure the Clontarf
Road/Alfie Byrne Road junction in order to incorporate the new
cycle tracks and also to realign the cycle link between the junction
and the promenade, whilst providing separate footpaths for
pedestrians travelling between the promenade and the junction.
At this time, the scheme is anticipated to go to construction in Q3
2020.

13/01/2020
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5 7013261 ALL SAINTS PARK
(NC)

Dublin 5Double Yellow
Lines

at the junction on All Saints Park
near the shops.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended In order to ensure a safe access for the bus, it is recommended to
install DYL on All Saints Park(Raheny)
Stat: On All Saints Park(Raheny), from lamp standard 4 on the
West side of the carriageway, install approx. 12 meters of Double
Yellow Line in a South direction.
Stat: On All Saints Park(Raheny), from lamp standard 4 on the
West side of the carriageway, install approx. 10 meters of Double
Yellow Line in a North direction.

13/01/2020

6 7014300 RIBH ROAD (NC) Dublin 5Double Yellow
Lines (Extend)

requesting extension of double
yellow lines at the junction of
Ribh Road and Harmonstown
Road for Dublin Bus access.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended In order to ensure a safe access for the bus, it is recommended to
install DYL on Ribh Road.
Stat: On Ribh Road, from lamp standard 1 on the South-West
side of the carriageway, install approx. 17 meters of Double
Yellow Line in a South East direction.(details in attach)
Stat: On Ribh Road, from the common boundary of no. 2A with
no. 2 on the North-East side of the carriageway, install approx. 5.6
meters of Double Yellow Line in a North-West direction(common
boundary of no. 2 with no. 4).

10/03/2020

7 7014307 GRIFFITH AVENUE
(NC)

Dublin 3Double Yellow
Lines

To put double yellow lines to the
left of the school exit/entrance.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended In order to create a safety egress from Glasnevin Educate
Together National School, Griffith Avenue, Dublin 9 it is
recommended to install 12 meters of double yellow lines on the
south side of the carriageway (on the left hand side exiting from
the premise)(see details on attach).

Stat: On Griffith Avenue (Glasnevin Educate Together National
School), from lamp standard 12 on the South side of the
carriageway, install approx. 6 meters of Double Yellow Line in a
West direction.
Stat: On Griffith Avenue (Glasnevin Educate Together National
School), from lamp standard 12 on the South side of the
carriageway, install approx. 6 meters of Double Yellow Line in an
East direction.

11/03/2020

8 7014690 SPRINGDALE ROAD
(NC)

Dublin 5TAG General
Engineer Query

change ramp pillows to ramps all
the way across road.

0Member of
the Public

Not
Recommended

For this part of the road was implemented a traffic calming
scheme with a five speed cushions, scheme that has been
designed in accordance with best practice procedures to place
the cushions appropriately at specific distances apart to achieve
optimum traffic calming.
Springdale Road is on a bus route, speed cushions rather than
ramps have been provided on such roads to facilitate emergency
vehicles and safety of bus passengers.
To change the profile from a speed cushions into a speed ramps
it is not recommended at this time.

29/04/2020
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9 7014972 GRACE PARK
HEIGHTS (NC)

Dublin 9Traffic Calming  disregard motorists appear to be
displaying for speed limits.

0Member of
the Public

Recommended Traffic calming in the form of 30kph signage.Following an
inspection on Grace Park Heights, it was noted that the road itself
is naturally traffic calmed with the provision of on street parking on
both sides of the road, the road is also lined with mature trees
offering a more enclosed residential space. The combination of
these measures offer a reduced carriageway width for motorists
and increases driver caution.

Grace Park Heights (section mention above) is currently traffic
calmed with a two speed ramps placed at the appropriate
distances apart for optimum traffic calming and it is further traffic
calmed with an entrance treatment to the cul-de-sac.

Grace Park Heights is included in the areas covered by the
upcoming fourth phase of the 30 Km/h speed limit introduction.
The signage will indicate the lower speed limit and that the area is
a Home Zone/Slow Zone, which warns motorists that it is a
residential area and to expect children. As these bye-laws have
now been adopted by the City Council, works to erect or change
the relevant signage in the new areas will start as soon as
possible.

14/05/2020

10 7015210 CLONSHAUGH RISE
(NC)

Dublin 17Speed Ramps people seem to speed onto the
road at times.

1Member of
the Public

Recommended Traffic Calming in the form of 30kph signs to be installed.
Clonshaugh Rise is narrow and residential road in nature. It is
further traffic calmed with an entrance treatment to the cul-de-sac
that is short in length, not conducive to speed and doesn't meet
the criteria for speed ramps as it doesn't have a straight road of
more than 200m.
In addition to the information above, is not recommended the
provision of extra traffic calming measures at this time.
Clonshaugh Rise is included in the areas covered by the
upcoming fourth phase of the 30 Km/h speed limit introduction.
The signage will indicate the lower speed limit and that the area is
a Home Zone/Slow Zone, which warns motorists that it is a
residential area and to expect children. As these bye-laws have
now been adopted by the City Council, works to erect or change
the relevant signage in the new areas will start as soon as
possible.

09/06/2020


